
GRANDPA PETERS MEMOIR

Grandfathers-A Memoir. It would be pleasant to think that my paternal grandfather was named Adam because he was
the first surviving member.

Although he hung on every word I could give him about my mother and brothers, he showed no interest in
visiting the United States again. The grandfather whom he never met had failed as a landowning farmer in the
Old World; his father had added alcoholism to lack of success in the New. There my parents met in , bringing
the various strands of this story together at last. Cautiously, I listened to him read me every book as I soaked
in every word knowing his goal was for me to discover a deeper, more intelligent meaning behind each book.
Some memory still remained of the boy who had left Vaslui on foot, some delicate link to a self and a way of
life that had vanished long ago. The necessity to choose was mainly the consequence not of an oppressive
American social structure but of their own ambitions, an unavoidable crisis for those who, whatever their
original nationality, arrived without the language, habits, and associations that made full participation in
American life possible. The main characters are Grandpa and Pete. As we had plenty of open fields we could
play baseball, soccer, and shinny. Pete is very nice and excited for his grandpa to come to live with them. The
country had a population of just over 50 million. Probably the answer is that he was a deeply equivocal man.
In looking back we tend to forget the uniqueness. I love that part because if has a lot of love. There was never
any possibility that one could have it both ways. Remaining capable of doing such an arduous task is difficult
but as time went on I slowly understood his purpose. He also puts his little sisters pink shirts in with his
grandpas white laundry, which turns all of his clothes pink. One must imagine dingy cobblestoned streets of
two- and three-story buildings ending in wharves; a Hudson River shore dense with masts; a gaggle of boys of
various ages, many of them Irish by parentage, some Italian, some German, all inclined to fight with members
of other ethnic groups for any reason or none. So now Pete is back to his old self and it all works out okay. It
is a funny book and has a lot of humor. In any event, it would be hard to imagine an experience better
calculated to get him out of his rut, out of his whole previous environment in fact, and immerse him in
American life of a kind that no one in his family had ever experienced. In a homemade wagon pulled by a
goat, my grandfather roamed from house to house selling vegetables. He stole his grandpas clothes and shoes
and socks and all sorts of other stuff. His fortunes never improved, and after a few years he moved back to the
city. I had been spending part of a junior year abroad in London and was planning to tour France during the
summer. In its own way, immigration is as brutal a process as conquest, but it is rarely clear in the end who
has been conquered more thoroughly, the immigrant or the new country. Few Americans search out the
remnants of identity in another culture, whether in an old country or in the culture of immigrant life itself,
until those remnants are so far in the past that they have little power to cause conflict or humiliation. He
suggested that I join the Seventh U. Pete is thrilled that Grandpa is coming to live with his family, that is until
Grandpa moves right into his room, forcing Pete upstairs. This was paradise compared with a flat in New
York. Once again he had shown that capacity for changing his identity to fit circumstances, that dangerous
facility with languages, which had made him a model immigrant. And how funny the fights are. Not all of
them were as futile in civilian life as the use of a cavalry saber; the bacteriology he had studied would serve
him well for the next 50 years of working life in the pharmaceutical business. Two children followed and were
given unambiguously English first names, Robert and John, that had no family associations. I knew that he
and my grandmother had been divorced many years earlier, and that he had remarried. Perhaps that went for
other ties as well, including those of nationality. But he was a very young man with courage, discipline, and a
gift for languages that intimidated his native-born classmates. But matters are rarely that simple. Pete is a good
kid and he gets good grades and does not have a lot of mischief in him. All the following events came back
into my mind, which I consider the doing of the Holy Spirit.


